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Indifference to Poetry Statement
Poetry is that friend who you never take seriously because you don't believe a
word they say—they can recount a story that you witnessed, and yet you find
yourself doubting them.
This angers some people. "Not every story can end with you getting laid/going to
jail/hanging out with Sleigh Bells!" these people scream at poetry, but I think it's
harmless enough. Just whatever, right?
Still, I do wonder: why lie about meeting Sleigh Bells?
~ Sheena Sauls
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Red
In a house where blue ice cube trays are still frozen,
an anal man who sometimes fights with you in the kitchen,
says, Watch it. Watch it. But you still spill the water.
The religious cult home was the only place that would take you
& your clumsy domesticity. He mainly works the shed,
chain sawing the Black Spruce wood for Winter's fuel.
And sometimes, the barbed wire room,
slaughtering pigs for Saint Joe's Farm Aid Butchery.
Next morning, he comes to your bedroom with a pail
& chore orders from the walnut butter churning
brothers & sisters. He is wearing Adidas sneakers & rugby,
making his gray age younger. He is sorry for yelling
about the water spill. I just didn't want you to slip.
His mouth is sad & kind. He is not your husband.
Nobody wanted to be your husband.
Tonight you fall asleep to a sexy honky-tonk
from someone else’s truck AM radio.
~ Michelle Askin

Michelle Askin lives in Virginia. Her poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Exact Change Only,
Artichoke Haircut, Grasslimb, Oyez Review, and elsewhere.
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Open Container
I could have thrown these myself, but I saved
them for you brats, Charlie says of the beer
bottles that litter the bed of his truck. Grandpa
could have been selfish, but no. My sister Beth
and I throw them on the highway as he drinks
and drives. There’s no law against drinking beer
on the road so long as you ain’t drunk, he says
and he never seems to be. Just a bit, sometimes.
He left us nothing but his guns when he died. He’d
sold everything else in the trailer. Years later,
Beth and I pick beads out of a cage at a restaurant,
each color meaning something different. She gets
blue, wisdom, and throws it back. I don’t want
that shit, she says, and we laugh. She doesn’t bother
picking another. I know. Once the bottles were gone,
they were gone, shattered across miles of roads, Charlie’s
dead soldiers in pieces where they glittered, waiting
to puncture those unlucky enough to travel the same path.
~ Michelle Brooks

Michelle Brooks has published a poetry collection, Make Yourself Small (Backwaters Press), and a
novella, Dead Girl, Live Boy (Storylandia Press). A native Texan, she has made Detroit her home for over
a decade.
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Beijing, Inside
The mist appears
The mountains end.
We stepped outside and it filled our lungs.
We breathed it in,
taking the odor,
letting it envelop our lungs
The weight building from inside.
My organs filling with the soot.
The ash
The carbon
The heart attack admittance to the downtown hospital more than doubled that
day.
That's what I heard
the white woman in the coffee shop tell her friend.
Her friend who could have fallen out of a Larry Clark film
stretched her arms so far back
that she knocked little bits of herself into my coffee.
I drank it anyway.
~ Adriene Lilly

A graduate of The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Adriene now lives and works as a teacher in
Guizhou, China. She spends her time studying, writing and the occasional holiday seeking out the most
remote parts of the internet.
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Bodhidharma
words, Mahamati, are an artificial creation. In some Buddha-lands ideas are indicated by
looking steadily, in others by gestures, in still others by a frown, by the movement of the
eyes, by laughing, by yawning, or by the clearing of the throat, or by recollection, or by
trembling - Laṅkāvatāra Sūtra

Bodhidharma liked to kick ass
and considered that There is no noble truth,
there is only void he was a barbarian
with terrible blue eyes
he looked nine years at one wall
in case meaning happened there,
though he knew it would not,
he watched nine years
until he stopped
when he said truth it was a blow,
a severed disinfected arm,
a gathering in, a fart
and an absence, he said truth
with ordinary madness
~ David McLean

David McLean is from Wales but has lived in Sweden since 1987. He lives there with his dogs and cats.
In addition to six chapbooks, McLean is the author of three full-length poetry collections: Cadaver's
Dance (Whistling Shade Press, 2008), Pushing Lemmings (Erbacce Press, 2009), and Laughing at
Funerals (Epic Rites Press, 2010). His first novel, Henrietta Remembers, is coming in 2014. More
information about David McLean can be found here: http://mourningabortion.blogspot.com/
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When I Look At My Tea Leaves What Do I See?
the bone-hue space between
leaves scattered drying patterns
the remnants of what was cherished
pigeons against an overcast sky
the rudiments of an unknown map
land pockmarked by buildings and roads
the world in a love affair
how I will forget my dreams
how I will one day die
how I will sing to know I am hollow
the snow ten years from now
the gap where houses once stood
sycamore bark in a child’s palm
the bitter remnants of a moment’s crisis
light in a thin band across a calf-muscle
scabs scratched off under nails
how the earth drinks so insatiably
how the earth swallows itself
how the earth howls in its solitude
~Brian Clifton

Brian Clifton's work can be found in: Mason's Road, Prairie Song Review, and Bear Creek Haiku.
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A signmaker in 1910.
The clitter clatter of the women’s boots below and to the left. He’s on a platform in
an alley, waiting for the paint to set. Neither wars have happened yet. The
children who will drown on the Eastland and Titanic are busy growing up, running
by the signmaker over wet seagull shit. We can hear God saying, “OK, now wait for
it... waaaait for it - - - “
~ Elisabeth Blair

Elisabeth Blair's past publications include Humble Humdrum Cotton Frock, The Literary Bohemian,
Fortunates, Paramanu Pentaquark, zafusy, Can We Have Our Ball Back?, and Lilliput Review among
many others.
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Still awake
the bugles are calling to a new
sleep, this is old glory fading
like the sunbleached dashikis
hanging threadbare on insomnia's
gaunt back, a prism separating each
color of thought.
And the whores will go on
and the young will replace the
old will wonder what happened to their dreams
as they see the shape-shifted
origami flutter down
from
undusted bookshelves.
“This used to be something,” she
said as blood ran past her palm.
The whiskey priest sings rock-a-bye
ministries for our silicon souls,
but we have been caught at the
end of novelty.
The sun is smiling in through the
curtains, we are guilty.
We haven't slept yet.
~ Rafael Lancelotta

"I write for honesty, to inspire others, and to demonstrate that the best things in this world do not have
to die, that they only need to change in order to live on."
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Audacity
A cat on acid
sings from the trees
on the ground I vomit
Night black within me
still he sings
make sure of him next time
If a woman
should come by
let her be mine
~Jon Harrison

Jon Harrison is a contributing editor for the journal Liberty (but does not have an MFA). His most recent
publication: an essay, "Terra Instabilis" in the Nov.-Dec. 2011 issue of The Humanist.
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“Hi, This is _____, Please Leave a Message”
As I was standing at the register
With a growing line
Of impatient and hostile customers,
Demanding discounts on gasoline
And asking about specials on cigarettes,
My phone began to buzz
As my muse was finally calling me.
Under any other circumstances
I would have answered without a second thought,
I would have dropped all I was doing
To hear what the muses had to say.
But it’s different
When you’re hooked into the soft florescent lights,
“The Customers Above All Else”.
The muses left a message on the machine,
When I got home to listen to it
All I heard was static.
~Walter Beck

Walter Beck is from Avon, IN and is a graduate of Indiana State University. His work has appeared in
such publications as Assaracus, The Q Review, Off the Rocks, subTerreanean, and many others. His
chapbooks Life Through Broken Pens, Some Assembly Required and As the Cannons and Muskets Roar
are available from Writing Knights Press.
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Repeat After Me
We’re out of New York now. Drop the stoop.
Abandon the prison stripes and the soldier’s tread.
Neck up. Sing ahead. Forget the shrunken, shriveled
waiter and the bloodied food. Clear your head of
the dark hotel room and the iced-up candle, the bed
of rats, the Siberian blizzard you picked up in a bar.
This is the countryside. Otherwise why the dead bird.
The ruptured cow. The perforated swan. Life howls
from the dark green bandstand. Pull out your rifle.
Blast its wretched music off the map.
~John Grey

John Grey is an Australian born poet, and works as a financial systems analyst. Recently published in
International Poetry Review, Chrysalis and the horror anthology, What Fears Become, with work
upcoming in Potomac Review, Hurricane Review and Osiris.
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Buy This Poem
Don't invest faith
in the NASDAQ.
Pack up your Corolla
with your friends,
your cell phones,
your college degrees.
Drive to the shore
under cover of night.
Roll that shit
into the ocean.
Praise her, Mother Moon,
naked neath her moon light.
Ring hand bells,
cymbals,
crystals and sage.
Burn down your local
Whole Foods.
Scorn profits.
Prophets.
False ones.
Oh, Mother, dear one
Hail!
Fall to your knees
upon silver star lined
shores.
Bathe unclothed flesh
in her glittering
waters.
Weep for the shining
funeral pyres,
battalions of dead
supernovas,
who died many
light years ago,
still burning their
memorial.
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~
And you,
what will you leave?
Buy the crystals,
buy the hand bells,
buy this poem.
Mother Moon,
Oh praise Her!
~K. Foolish

K. Foolish is a twenty year old poet from Connecticut.
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Behind the Choices
My job this month was to make twelve selections: to introduce into the world
poetry that could spark an interest in poetry. As someone with a self-proclaimed
“indifference to poetry,” I took this as a challenge of the highest order. Would I
actually find something that interested me, much less anything that I’d want to put
my stamp of approval on? Reading through the submissions this month, though, I
realized something about myself: namely, that much of what I called my
“indifference” to poetry four weeks ago was really a resistance to the demands of
the form. For the first time in my life I found myself in a position where I couldn’t
just quit on a poem when it asked me to slow down, when it asked for another
read, possibly aloud, and then asked me to acknowledge the unique horror, or
beauty, of a situation that I’d previously thought of as mundane.
In my statement of indifference I glibly passed judgment on poetry; I swaddled it in
a blanket statement and tossed it aside as inherently inferior to my sensibilities.
Every poem that I’ve selected for this issue, though, is special in that it contained
some element that made me want to try harder. These are the poems that pulled
me aside to chide me for my bigoted attitude, yet still allowed me to really get to
know them. Each of them left me changed for the experience.
While re-reading my selections last night, I noticed a few similarities between them
that seem worth noting. First, they use a language that has been elevated from
the “everyday” to something electrifying. They often read like love letters to our
language—at the same time playful and passionate. Second, they all explore their
own little corner of the earth so convincingly that I feel honored to have been
invited in for a moment, after reading. Third, while none of these lives are my life,
like a glimpse of oneself in a mirror in a smoky room far from home, each poem
contains some element of familiarity, some aspect that convinces me that it’s not
only safe to tread here, but actually welcome.
Poetry may still be that guy in the corner of the bar with his tall tales of adventure
and despair, but my selections for this issue have convinced me, at least, that he
might not be quite as full of it as I’ve always assumed he was.
~Sheena Sauls
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